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	Tags
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	Article
	Reviews






                            
            
                                        
            
                                                    
    Hunters Boots
The best hunting boots ever produced by Jack Pyke. Fully waterproof and extremely tough, complete with exceptional grip from the Vibram sole.
Product Information:
	Full grain brown leather
	Vibram trek rubber sole
	High rubber rand for all terrain protection
	Hydroguard membrane which is waterproof and breathable
	200gms Thinsulate insulation
	Agion antimicrobial treatment (odour resistant)
	Padded tongue and heel technology
	Speed lace system
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            No quibble returns policy from Eleisure Enterprises Ltd.

We hope that you will be 100% satisfied with your new Jack Pyke items purchased on this site.

Should you wish to return your items within 28 days of receipt, for either an exchange or a refund of the item price, you may do so.

Please include details with your return: Example: size/colour exchange etc. along with your order number, name & address.

(items must be in same new condition, have all original packaging & labels intact)

You (the customer) will be responsible for the cost of returning the item back to us, unless the goods are faulty.

We will pay the postage cost of the exchanged item back to you.

We recommend using a secure trackable method when returning items to us.

See our Returns Policy for full details.

Returns Address:

Eleisure Enterprises Ltd

Newark Beacon Innovation Centre,

Cafferata Way

Newark Nott's NG24 2TN

(Collection in person from our warehouse is not possible - No Products are displayed or held at this Office address)

        

                            
            

                                            
            
                                        
            
                                                    
            Jack Pyke Review - Hunter Boots

Nice review of the Jack Pyke Hunters Boots - Taken from the Air Gunner magazine article, published in October 2012
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                                                            Having had these boots for a year now I can give a good honest review.

Bought them from Montrose guns and tackle. I wear these boots 4 days out of 7 in all weather conditions. Firstly they are very comfy from the moment you get them out of the box and light weight which is great when you are walking lots of miles over the fields. I read many reviews with people saying that after a little while there boots are not waterproof any more and no they will not be unless you treat them or polish them regularly. I use mink oil and general boot polish and the worse I get is a little damp on the bottom of my socks. They are just starting to split slightly next to the sole but considering what i do in them I'm not surprised. Lets talk about the grip from the Vibram soles. Amazing. Tested in Norway in the mountains, felt like a mountain goat. Well worth the money. Will I buy another pair. Too right I will when these wear out.
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                                                            Had my boots 7 years used them for beating through thick undergrowth  very comfortable and still water proof ,alittle worn now but top value in comparison with other boots 
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                                                            Finest hunting boots I ever had.  Purchased these in 2017, and I hunt in all terrain and through thick vegetation.  No leaks, no cracks.  The leather is superb and the workmanship is top notch.  The covering of the tongue is somewhat worn due to the way I hunt, but only where it is exposed to the harsh vegetation I often go through.  I clean them with saddle soap and put a coat of mink oil annually.  Thanks!
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                        02/09/2020, 16:58
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                                                                                          Leather Toe Protector    The leather toe protector offers both a convenient and safe way to rest your gun, no more annoying scuff marks on your hunter...
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                                                                                          Jack Pyke Leather Cream    Suitable for all smooth leather footwear  Waterproofs, nourishes and retains breathability  Can be left matt or buffed to...
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